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A Message from
the District Engineer

It is my privilege to present the
Sacramento Area Sewer District’s
2018 State of the District Report.
We’re working hard every day
to protect public health and the
environment for the Sacramento
region, and this annual report
provides us the opportunity
to reflect on the year’s key
accomplishments.

I am very proud to report that SASD
has met or exceeded our ambitious
performance targets for all seven
service levels. Our service levels
have been in place since 2008, and
they provide our customers a clear
view of what their monthly rates
pay for. It was also the first time
we met the target for one service
level in particular  —  Backups into
Structures Rate. Our staff have been
working tirelessly, year after year, to
reduce backups through proactive
overflow reduction programs, and all
of their hard work finally paid off.
This also marks the eighth
consecutive year without a rate
increase, which directly benefits
our customers. We’ve been
able to continue our preventive
maintenance programs and keep
the sewer system in excellent

operational condition without
raising customers’ monthly rates.
Our financial position remains very
strong, and we don’t anticipate
needing a rate increase for several
more years.
Our customers have grown to
expect a high level of service from
us, and I’m happy to report that
we are delivering on those service
commitments — efficiently and
effectively. As we shift our focus
toward the future, we will continue
to work toward realizing our vision
of setting the bar for essential
sewage collection services. With
the unwavering leadership and
commitment of our Board of
Directors, 2019 will be another
successful year.

Prabhakar Somavarapu
District Engineer

“ Our customers have grown to expect a high level of service from us,
and I’m happy to report that we are delivering on those service
commitments — efficiently and effectively.”
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Our Pipes. Our Responsibility.
W E ’R E WO R K I N G F O R YO U
At the Sacramento Area Sewer
District (SASD), we take seriously
our responsibility to protect public
health and the environment for the
1.2 million people we serve. As the
region’s largest sewage collection
utility — and the third largest in
California — our job is to make
sure the sewer system is working
smoothly. And that’s a commitment
we deliver on 24 hours a day and
365 days a year.
With 4,500 miles of sewer pipe
and more than 100 pump stations
throughout the region, keeping
our sewer system in good shape
is a big job. Fortunately, SASD’s
professionals are among the best
in the industry. We serve homes
and businesses throughout the
Sacramento region, including all of
unincorporated Sacramento County;
the cities of Citrus Heights, Elk
Grove, and Rancho Cordova; and
portions of the cities of Folsom
and Sacramento.
We are governed by a ten-member
Board of Directors, which includes
the five members of the Sacramento
County Board of Supervisors and
one council member from each of
the five cities we serve.
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OUR SEWER
C O L L E C T I O N SYS T E M
SASD’s sewer system is comprised
of a vast, complex grid of thousands
of miles of underground sewer
pipes. Sewage from customers’
homes and businesses enters our
collection system through lower
laterals — small pipes connecting
the property owner’s building
plumbing to our sewer main line.
From the main line, sewage flows
into larger pipes called trunk
lines. Our trunk lines connect to
the Sacramento Regional County
Sanitation District’s (Regional San’s)
interceptor system, which are much
larger pipes that convey all the
sewage to the wastewater treatment
plant near Elk Grove. There,
Regional San cleans and treats the
wastewater before safely discharging
it to the Sacramento River.
Gravity does much of the work
to keep sewage flowing through
SASD’s system. However, there
are some areas that need a little
help. That’s the job of our 106
pump stations and approximately
80 miles of pressurized force main
pipes. Pump stations pump sewage
from low-lying areas through force
mains to higher points, where it can
again travel by gravity.

6.23 M
Total Feet of
Sewer Pipe Cleaned

6,103
Customer Service
Calls Dispatched

154,314
Completed Work Orders

4.7 M

Facebook Impressions

65,000
Number of Manholes

W E VA LU E O U R C U S TO M E R S’ F E E D B AC K .

As part of our ongoing commitment to monitor customer
satisfaction, we send an anonymous survey to each customer
who recently received service from us. Throughout this State
of the District Report, you will see a sampling of survey
quotes from our customers’ responses in 2018.
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Our Service Commitment
Meeting our customers’ needs and
expectations isn’t just a priority
for us — it’s what we show up
prepared to do each and every
day. To monitor how well we’re
providing efficient and dependable
service, we meticulously track our
performance in key areas — called
service levels. Since 2008, we’ve
shown customers our progress in
meeting ambitious performance
targets on seven key service levels.
These metrics not only help us
make smart business decisions,
they also give our customers a
clear view of what their monthly
rates pay for.
Our 2018 results for each service
level are detailed on the next page.
For the first time ever, we are proud
to report that we met or exceeded
all seven service levels. It was also
the first time we met our target for
the Backups into Structures Rate.
3

Our staff have been working hard
year after year to reduce backups
through proactive overflow reduction
programs and enhanced cleaning
and inspection efforts. That hard
work has now paid off.
Another notable 2018 performance
achievement is meeting the Main
Line Overflow Rate target for a
seventh consecutive year. Meeting
this target for reducing overflows
from sewer main lines has been
a challenge because each year
through 2018, we set the bar a
little higher, tightening the target
by 2% annually.
And finally, we had an exceptional
year in terms of Customer
Satisfaction, achieving a 94%
satisfaction rate overall and
exceeding the 90% target every
month this year. We have been
carefully listening to customers’

feedback on our satisfaction
surveys. That feedback has directly
affected organizational change
in how we communicate with
customers about work occurring
on their properties. As a result of
this feedback, we’ve increased our
performance in this area by 5%
since just last year.

“SASD is awesome. They
helped fixed a problem
that started at 11 p.m.
and worked until 2 a.m.
to fix it. They have my
entire family’s gratitude
for their hard work.”
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2018 Service Levels
Target: 95%
2018 Average: 99%
TARGET MET

Target: 90%
2018 Average: 97%
TARGET MET

Target: 90%
2018 Average: 96%
TARGET MET

Target: 90%
2018 Average: 94%
TARGET MET

Target: 0.45
2018 Average: 0.29
TARGET MET

Target: 7.3
2018 Average: 3.4
TARGET MET

Target: 0.64
2018 Average: 0.63
TARGET MET
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SERVICE CALL RESPONSE TIME
Measures percentage of on-time arrivals to a customer service request call.
Target Goal: SASD staff will arrive onsite within two hours of a customer service
request call for 95% of all service calls occurring within any calendar month.

SERVICE RESTORATION TIME
Measures percentage of customers whose sewer service is restored within
the on-time window and with no sewer use limitation.
Target Goal: SASD staff will restore service within four hours of receipt of the customer
call for 90% of all service interruptions occurring within any calendar month. The on-time
window is extended to six hours when excavation of the lower lateral is needed.

DEVELOPMENT SUBMITTAL REVIEW TIME
Measures customer service provided to the development community, as related
to the percent of sewer development applications, improvement plans, and
sewer study submittals that are reviewed and returned to the developer within
established time standards.
Target Goal: SASD staff will return comments within the review time standards
for 90% of all complete developer submittals within any calendar month.

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Indicates the percent of positive responses from customers via a customer satisfaction
survey. After work is performed, SASD mails a postage-paid survey, asking the
customer to rate the overall quality of work.
Target Goal: 90% of customers responding to the survey will rate the service they
received as good or excellent.

MAIN LINE OVERFLOW RATE
Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles of sewer main lines) originating
within SASD’s main line pipes in any calendar month. Involves number of sewage
discharges from SASD’s main line system, regardless of volume or whether sewage
enters a waterway. Target decreases by 2% each year through 2018.
Target Goal: A target of 0.45 sewer overflows per 100 miles of sewer main lines.

LOWER LATERAL OVERFLOW RATE
Measures number of sewer overflows (per 100 miles of lower laterals) originating within
SASD’s lower lateral system in any calendar month, regardless of volume or whether
sewage enters a waterway. Target decreases by 2% each year through 2018.
Target Goal: A target of 7.3 sewer overflows per 100 miles of sewer lower lateral lines.

BACKUPS INTO STRUCTURES RATE
Measures number of times (per 10,000 connections) a stoppage in SASD’s sewer
system causes sewage to back up into a structure in any calendar month.
Target Goal: A target of 0.64 events per 10,000 connections to SASD system.
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Building Community Connections
We are part of the communities we serve, and we know that connecting
with our customers is a critically important part of our job. We continuously
work to ensure customers know who we are, what services we provide,
how to contact us, and what they can do to help keep the system operating
at its best. Every year, we conduct broad-based communications to raise
awareness and encourage responsible sewer practices.
In 2018, SASD staff engaged with customers at 15 community outreach
events throughout our service area. More than 125,000 people attended
these events, many of whom visited our outreach booth and received useful
tools and tips on how they can help keep sewers flowing smoothly. This year,
SASD’s field trucks were present at more than half of our outreach events,
offering the community a unique, up-close view of some of the equipment
we use on a daily basis.

“We had super
satisfactory work
performed at our
residence. SASD’s staff
are very courteous and
highly professional. This
service is surely one of
the highlights of living in
the Sacramento region.
Thank you!”

“I think you guys are
about the best service
out there. I always like
when I see your trucks!”

S O C I A L M E D I A E N G AG E M E N T
In 2018, SASD implemented a
more robust social media strategy
to engage with customers, utilizing
three major platforms: Facebook,
Twitter, and Nextdoor.
Each week, information was shared
to proactively and strategically
educate customers about sewerfriendly practices. Additionally,
we continued our Facebook Live
features, which spotlighted various
SASD professionals, projects, and
problem-solving approaches —
showing viewers the types of
activities it takes to keep the sewer
system in good working order.
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In October, SASD tackled its
most ambitious social media
campaign to date, highlighting
Water Professionals Appreciation
Week. This annual designation
raised awareness of the critical role
SASD wastewater professionals
play in protecting public health
and the environment. Through the
use of engaging share graphics
and video vignettes showcasing
SASD employees, the campaign
yielded 59,000 Facebook
impressions — nearly four times our
goal. In fact, this campaign was so
successful, it received the California
Water Environment Association’s
award for “Best Use of Social
Media” in 2018.

Meanwhile, we continued to use
Nextdoor — an established and
trusted community-based social
media platform — to provide
customers with information about
scheduled work occurring in their
neighborhoods.
Customer engagement on SASD’s
social media channels was at
an all-time high in 2018. Public
comments and interactions
increased dramatically, with more
than 4.7 million impressions earned
on Facebook alone. With social
media’s proven effectiveness in
reaching our customers — backed
by measureable data — it will surely
continue to evolve as a critical tool
in our communications toolbox.
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C O N F L U E N C E R E G I O N A L PA R T N E R S H I P
In 2018, SASD, in partnership with Regional San, implemented the full
rollout of a unique program designed to help fund projects that assist the
community while advancing the two districts’ missions, values, and goals.
Much like Sacramento’s two rivers, which join together in a confluence
to create something even bigger, Regional San and SASD developed the
Confluence Regional Partnership Program to bring together ideas and
efforts that advance environmental, educational, and economic vitality
in the Sacramento region.
All funding for the program is derived from non-rate, non-fee revenues.
Applicants can request funding for the following types of projects and
programs: environmental stewardship, economic development, public
education, and rate assistance. After its initiation in fall 2017, the
Confluence Program obligated nearly $3.7 million dollars for various
projects for the remainder of the 2017-18 fiscal year.
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CREEK WEEK
Carmichael Park
April 14
NORTH STATE BIA JOB FAIR
Citrus Heights Community Center
April 21
SACRAMENTO EARTH DAY
Southside Park
April 22
KIDS DAY
Hagan Park
April 28
MEET THE MACHINES
Hagan Park
May 12
I-FEST
Village Green Park
May 12
BIG TRUCK DAY
Laguna Reserve Marketplace
May 23
SACRAMENTO COUNTY FAIR
Cal Expo
May 24–25
INTERNATIONAL KIDS FESTIVAL
Amphitheater at William Land Park
May 26

C U S TO M E R AWA R E N E S S CA M PA I G N
SASD’s customer awareness advertising campaign, “It’s a dirty job, but
we’re happy to do it,” continued for its second consecutive year, promoting
our services and increasing our visibility throughout the Sacramento region.
The campaign featured radio spots, billboards, bus shelters, digital ads,
and a TV commercial.
Our creative strategy remained consistent, with our primary focus showcasing
what we stand for as an organization, and how we show up —  every day — for
our customers. The campaign featured our own field crews at work, designed
to humanize the work we do and highlight the dedication it takes to provide
the exceptional service our customers have grown to expect from us.
This year’s campaign proved to be a continued success, exceeding
expectations by nearly 25% with a total of more than 44 million impressions.
Looking ahead, we plan to expand the campaign to additional mediums to
reach more of our customers and further evolve our overall strategy to deliver
an even more impactful awareness campaign.
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ANTELOPE SUMMERFEST
Antelope Community Park
June 2
RENTAL HOUSING EXPO 2018
Cal Expo
September 13
FIESTAS PATRIAS
State Capitol
September 15
SUNDAY FUNDAY
Rusch Park
September 23
ELK GROVE GIANT PUMPKIN FESTIVAL
Elk Grove Regional Park
October 6–7
TOUCH-A-TRUCK
Raley Field
November 10
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Financial Overview
SASD has a long-standing history of financial stability which is critical to our
success. We use long-term financial planning strategies and carefully project
costs for projects and programs to help us remain financially healthy. In
addition, our financial projections are reviewed annually to ensure they meet
SASD’s operating and capital needs. We remain committed to minimizing
lifecycle costs and being good financial stewards of our ratepayer’s money.
SASD’s 2018-19 net operating budget is $86 million. The capital program
budget is $35 million, which includes $11 million in annual debt service on
SASD’s bonds. These bonds were issued to fund capital projects that are
now fully operational. Over the next decade, we project about $230 million
in capital program costs.

“SASD staff went
above and beyond
expectation and ensured
we understood what the
issue was.”
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“I was very pleased
with the response time
and how helpful and
professional staff was.
Having sewer issues isn’t
pleasant, but SASD’s
response and staff made
it bearable. Thanks!”

FINANCIAL PL ANNING

FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS

Each year, SASD updates its LongTerm Financial Plan. This important
document incorporates a ten-year
financial forecast, analysis of
economic trends affecting SASD,
the ten-year Capital Funding
Projection, and debt management
status. The plan details long-term
action items for debt management,
asset management, reserve
building and other financial issues.

After eight consecutive years with
no monthly rate increases, SASD
projects several more years of flat
rates. For the next several years,
SASD expects to be able to pay
for capital projects without
borrowing money.
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2% 3%

3%

3%

10%

13%

$107,405,820

54%

$19.85
Per Month

92%
20%

2018 REVENUE SOURCES

W H E R E D O E S YO U R M O N T H LY R AT E G O ?

Monthly Service Charges – $98,854,822

Maintenance and Operation – $10.78
System Upgrades – $3.93
Support Services – $2.54
Debt Service – $1.96
Planning – $0.63

Other Revenue – $3,666,024
Sewer Impact Fees – $3,329,898
Interest Revenue – $1,555,076

S E W E R I M PAC T F E E S
$0

$500 $1k $1.5k $2k $2.5k $3k $3.5k $4k $4.5k

D E B T M A N AG E M E N T
SASD has long term revenue bond debt
of $166 million, with $120 million in
Series 2010 revenue bonds and $46 million
in Series 2015 revenue bonds.

7/14
7/15
7/16
7/17
7/18

C R E D IT R AT I N G
Relief

SASD maintains excellent, high-grade credit
ratings with the major rating agencies as follows:

Expansion

M O N T H LY R AT E S

R AT I N G
AG E N CY

R AT I N G

O U T LO O K

Moody’s

Aa2

Stable

2016/17

Standard
& Poors

AA+

Stable

2017/18

Fitch

AA+

Stable

$0

$5

$10

2014/15

$15

$20

$25

2015/16

2018/19
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Keeping Our Sewers Flowing
PR O G R A M S
Managing the region’s sewer infrastructure is a 24/7 job that requires a healthy dose of responsibility, proficiency, and
resolve. We closely monitor the condition of our sewer pipes and carefully plan maintenance to address system needs,
and our proven, proactive maintenance approach is the reason our sewer system is in good operational health.
Scheduled maintenance programs for main lines, lower laterals, manholes, and pump stations are essential.
In 2018, we inspected or cleaned approximately 13% of all operating lower laterals owned.
Additionally, we have found that lining main lines that have minor cracks is a cost-effective alternative to full-scale
pipe replacement. As part of that program, we lined more than 16,000 feet of sewer main lines this year. As with any
system our size, sometimes unforeseen problems also arise and unscheduled emergency work is necessary.
We pride ourselves on quickly and successfully implementing corrective work to address critical system needs.
M A J O R PR OJ E C T S
SASD identifies and addresses any deficiencies through our rigorous
condition assessment and maintenance activities. In 2018, three
notable projects were completed and two others proceeded with
pre-construction planning.
J O S M I T H N AT U R E T R A I L PE D E S T R I A N B R I D G E
Years in the making, the Jo Smith Nature Trail Pedestrian Bridge
was a unique project completed in summer 2018. The bridge was
a partnership between SASD and the Arcade Creek Recreation and
Park District. The work involved constructing a pedestrian bridge that
crosses Arcade Creek near American River College. The new bridge
was built to replace what the community had been using to cross
the creek, which was SASD’s concrete-encased sewer pipe. The new
bridge now provides safer pedestrian access between the campus
and the neighboring community.
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“Thank you for your regular
maintenance of our sewer
lines. Your underground
cameras identified that tree
roots from across the street
were impacting the sewer line
all the way to my property.
Your regular work keeps
everything working well!”
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AT K I N S D R I V E P U M P
S TAT I O N R E PA I R S

RO S E M O N T P U M P
S TAT I O N U P G R A D E S

In 2018, SASD completed extensive
repairs and upgrades to the Atkins
Drive Pump Station located near
Whitelock Parkway in Elk Grove.
Work began in spring 2017 and was
completed in summer 2018.

The Rosemont Pump Station is
currently undergoing a major upgrade.
Construction began in October 2018
and is anticipated to be complete
by summer 2019. The project will
abandon and replace the existing
pump station facilities located on
Kiefer Boulevard in the Rosemont
community. Modernizing the station,
which is more than 50 years old, will
improve operational efficiency and
increase safety for our crews.

Improvements were necessary to
resolve long-term soil settlement
issues, increase operational
efficiencies, and reduce the risk
of failure. The station continued
functioning while structural
supports, new pumps, discharge
piping, valve vaults, and an
overhead hoist were installed.
Proactive communications and
coordination with neighboring
residents and businesses helped
minimize community impacts.
The final cost of the project was
$3.3 million.
WA L N U T G ROV E P U M P
S TAT I O N D EC O M M I S S I O N I N G
Construction of the Walnut Grove
Pump Station Decommissioning
Project will begin in 2019. The
pump station has experienced
deterioration of various components
over the years. The project will
include the abandonment and
removal of the existing components
and wet well, abandonment of the
existing force main, and installation
of a new gravity line. Therefore,
a pump station will no longer be
necessary at this location.
In 2018, environmental permits
were secured, and the required
environmental documents were
prepared and approved by
SASD’s Board of Directors.
Construction is expected to begin
in late spring 2019 and continue
through the summer.
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FREEPORT SEPTIC
C O N V E R S I O N PROJ EC T
The Freeport Septic Conversion
Project is a joint undertaking with
Regional San to connect Freeport
residents and businesses to sewer
service in place of aging — and,
in some cases, ailing — septic
systems. The project is the first of
several potential community septic
conversion projects where external
funding is currently being pursued.
With the Freeport community
expressing strong interest in
connecting to sewer service during
community meetings, SASD’s Policy
and Planning team subsequently
spearheaded efforts in 2018 to
secure State grant funding (Prop. 1).
This, coupled with other funding
sources, will pay for most of the
design and construction costs of a
new sewer line.
Now that the grant application
process is nearing completion, it
appears likely the project will be
funded at the maximum amount.
While funding was being pursued in
2018, design of the new sewer line
was also completed. If funding is
secured as expected, construction
could begin as early as 2019.

“I was completely
surprised, amazed, and
grateful for the expertise
and efficiency of your
work. Thank you.”
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1,179
Miles of Pipe Cleaned

347
Miles of Pipe
Video Inspected

13,209
Number of Response/
Emergency Work Orders

141,105
Number of Non-Emergency
Work Orders
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Accomplishments and Awards
SASD is dedicated to investing in
its staff. Each year, we renew this
commitment by helping staff learn
and grow as we work together to
realize SASD’s vision. This investment
may come in the form of professional
training opportunities, participation
in industry-related conferences,
or publication in conference
proceedings or trade journals. As our
employees take advantage of these
opportunities, their efforts are often
recognized — both individually and
collectively — through industry and
professional accolades.
Notable awards and recognitions
for 2018 include the following:
• Best Use of Social Media
award from the California Water
Environment Association for SASD’s
Water Professionals Appreciation
Week social media campaign.
• Award of Excellence from APEX
Awards for SASD’s “It’s a dirty
job, but we’re happy to do it”
advertising campaign.
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A N N UA L E M P L OY E E AWA R D S PR O G R A M
SASD’s eleventh Annual Employee Awards Program acknowledged
the distinguished efforts of several outstanding employees. Each
year, employees are nominated by their fellow staff for Leader of the
Year, Office Employee of the Year, and Field Employee of the Year.
In addition, SASD’s Director of Operations presents a Director’s
Award to a particular employee or team for an outstanding effort
on a single project or program. The judging criteria for the awards
consider qualities such as productivity, ethical conduct, teamwork,
creativity, and a focus on SASD’s vision.

T H E 201 8 E M PLOY E E AWA R D S R EC O G N I Z E D
T H E FO L LOW I N G D E D I C AT E D E M PLOY E E S FO R
T H E I R E XC E P T I O N A L PE R FO R M A N C E :
Leader of the Year
Marjorie Alpizar
Sanitation District Data
Management Supervisor

Field Employee of the Year
Mike Bowers
Underground Construction and
Maintenance Specialist

Office Employee of the Year
My Huynh
Associate Civil Engineer

Director’s Award
Dianne Livingston-Spencer
Administrative Services Officer 2
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Living Our Values
R E S P O N S I B I L IT Y F O C U S
Here at SASD, our core values
don’t just describe our ongoing
commitment to our customers,
each other, and the communities
we serve. They’re much bigger
than that. Responsibility, resolve,
proficiency, and environmental
stewardship are at the heart of
everyday decision making and are
integral in helping us inch closer
to realizing our vision of setting
the bar for essential sewage
collection service.
In 2018, we kicked off the
Septic-to-Sewer Program (Program),
clearly demonstrating our core
value of responsibility. A joint
undertaking between SASD and
Regional San, the Program aims to
construct new sewer infrastructure
to connect residential properties
that currently depend on septic
systems. The Program relies heavily
on securing state grants and other
external funding to help construct
the individual septic-to-sewer
conversion projects.
The current availability of
California’s Proposition 1 Small
Community Wastewater Projects
Fund (Prop. 1), combined with
growing regulatory pressure

on septic systems, means the
timing is right for this Program.
More importantly, concerns about
the potential public health and
environmental impacts of failing
septic systems make prioritizing
septic conversions both a logical
and responsible decision.
With a number of communities
already targeted for the first phase,
planning advanced in 2018 for
several potential septic-to-sewer
conversion projects. The community
of Freeport is a top priority due to
its problematic history with septic
systems and its sensitive location
next to the Sacramento River.
After garnering strong support
for conversion from the Freeport
community — both residents and
businesses — SASD began to
prepare grant application materials
for Prop. 1. After many months
of hard work, the application
was completed and submitted
to the State Water Resources
Control Board, with grant funding
approval anticipated in early 2019.
Meanwhile, additional funding
was secured from the Confluence
Regional Partnership Program
and other sources to ensure that

commercial properties could
connect to the public sewer system
at a reasonable cost.
While Freeport was moving forward,
planning efforts began in several
other communities, including Old
Florin Town, Orange Park Cove,
Franklin, Hood, and Linda Manor.
Initial public meetings were held,
income surveys conducted, and
feasibility studies begun. Funding
applications are now underway for
several of these communities.
Looking forward, the Program
will continue indefinitely. New
communities will be targeted
as these first projects are built.
Ultimately, the Program advances
our mission to protect public health
and the environment. It’s a big
responsibility, but it’s one we take
on with conviction and purpose.

“The crew was very polite and friendly and did
what it took to fix the problem. Would have them
in my yard anytime.”
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E X EC U T I V E M A N AG E M E N T T E A M

County of Sacramento
Phil Serna
Patrick Kennedy
Susan Peters
Sue Frost
Don Nottoli

Prabhakar Somavarapu
District Engineer

City of Citrus Heights
Jeannie Bruins
City of Folsom
Andy Morin
City of Elk Grove
Patrick Hume
City of Rancho Cordova
Robert McGarvey

Rosemary Clark
Operations Director
Christoph Dobson
Policy & Planning Director
David O’Toole
Internal Services Director
Joe Maestretti
Chief Financial Officer
Nicole Coleman
Public Affairs Manager

City of Sacramento
Larry Carr
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